Folding elastic transmembrane helices to fit in a low-resolution image by electron microscopy.
Structure prediction of membrane proteins could be constrained and thereby improved by introducing data of the observed molecular shape. We studied a coarse-grained molecular model that relied on residue-based dummy atoms to fold the transmembrane helices of a protein in the observed molecular shape. Based on the inter-residue potential, the α-helices were folded to contact each other in a simulated annealing protocol to search optimized conformation. Fitting the model into a three-dimensional volume was tested for proteins with known structures and resulted in a fairly reasonable arrangement of helices. In addition, the constraint to the packing transmembrane helix with the two-dimensional region was tested and found to work as a very similar folding guide. The obtained models nicely represented α-helices with the desired slight bend. Our structure prediction method for membrane proteins well demonstrated reasonable folding results using a low-resolution structural constraint introduced from recent cell-surface imaging techniques.